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Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong Named One of the Top 25 Hotels in
2014 TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice
A recognition to celebrate its value-for-money accommodation with thoughtful hotel facilities and
unmatched services based on the reviews of millions of global travellers
(Hong Kong, Feb 28, 2014) Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong has been named the Top 25 Bargain Hotels in China by the
world’s most popular travel site – TripAdvisor, in its yearly “2014 TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice” award programme.
The hotel has also earned another equally prestigious recognition Certificate of Excellence from TripAdvisor in year
2012 and 2013. These awards have proven that the hotel is providing consistently high service quality and superior
accommodation at an affordable price.
Among the 748,000 listed hotels on TripAdvisor, Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong is one of the top 1% hotels being
honoured with “2014 TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice” in Bargain Hotels category. Having a 12-year history, this award
is highly recognised in the travel industry in which all the award-winning hotels are determined based on millions of
reliable hotel reviews from global travellers.
While excellent guest rating is always the cornerstone of any TripAdvisor’s award certification process, the best
bargain list of “TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice” has pinpointed quality hotels which provide excellent
accommodations at an average room rate of less than USD175 per night. Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong has been
highly rated by its travellers as a value-led accommodation option with an array of pioneering facilities and services.
“Not only has this award motivated us to continue to strive for the best to delight our guests of a wide range of
traveling budgets, but also reassured travellers that the hotel is going to the right direction in delivering value-formoney experience for every single traveller.” said Ms. Anita Chan, General Manager.
The one and only downtown hotel in Hong Kong earns this recognition
Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong is a 285 room-and-suite contemporary city hotel in the vibrant Mongkok and Tai Kok
Tsui areas. It takes pride being the only city hotel among the array of hotels in Hong Kong to have won this award.
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Equipped with full-service facilities like VIP lounge, restaurant and gym facilities, it provides a perfect
accommodation for budget travellers right in the city centre of Hong Kong. Guests may also enjoy extra perks via
hotel’s official website, which including free WiFi, 24-Hour Flexi Stay (flexible check-in / out time and full 24-hour
stay) and best rate guarantee; a series of thoughtful in-room facilities from 11-choice pillow menu, high quality
duvet, 4-choice water bar to iPod dock are also available to enhance the staying experience of its guests.
24-hour Experience Package ensures round-the-clock local experience
Strategically located in the middle of the young and dynamic neighbourhoods of Kowloon, Dorsett Mongkok has
recently launched the first-of-its-kind “24-hour experience package” that offers up to 30% room discount and
packed with free breakfast and access to Dorsett Lounge, along with its signature 24-Hour Flexi Stay (flexible checkin / out time and full 24-hour stay) to let the guest experience the local life. This exclusive package is only available
for online booking via Dorsett Mongkok official website www.mongkok.dorsetthotels.com until Dec 31, 2014.
-EndAbout Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong
Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong is located between Mongkok and Tai Kok Tsui districts – Hong Kong’s most celebrated
jumble for the new/old, east/west and a place heavily soaked in local heritage that goes along with global glam.
Opened in mid of 2010 (previously known as Cosmo Hotel Mongkok), this 100% indoor smoke-free, mid-scale,
amiable yet attentive city hotel in Hong Kong offers 285 rooms including 20 suites. Specially designed Room Comfort,
Room Superior, Room Executive, Room Family Quad, Suite Premier are all presented with modish décor and
functional design making them most well-appointed for any kind of stay. The hotel’s dramatic double-height
entrance and huge chandelier begin a chapter filled with the warmest welcome and most attentive care. A mere 4minute walk to Olympic Station, the hotel is also a 10-minute walk to MongKok MTR station and an easy 30-minute
drive from Hong Kong International Airport. Famous local markets and world-class shopping malls are found both
close by. The Thai restaurant Thai Pad is a place to savour Thai cuisine in its authenticity. For your information on
Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong, visit: www.mongkok.dorsetthotels.com
About Dorsett Hospitality International
Dorsett Hospitality International (HKEx Stock Code 2266, is a spin-off from Far East Consortium Limited. With three
brands under its umbrella ….the upscale and midscale Dorsett Hotels & Resorts and d.Collection comprising a range
of charismatic boutique hotels; and the value-led Silka Hotels; the group currently owns and manages 19 hotels in
China, Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia; with six more opening within the next two years in China, Hong Kong
and United Kingdom. For more information on Dorsett Hospitality International, visit: http://www.dorsett.com
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